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(57) ABSTRACT 

Methods and apparatuses formultiple redundancy schemes in 
an optical network are described herein. In one embodiment, 
an exemplary method includes receiving a demand for allo 
cating a first protection path that meets a first set of disjoint 
ness constraints with respect to a first working path according 
to a first protection scheme having a first priority, in response 
to the demand, locating a second protection path that meets a 
second set of disjointness constraints with respect to a second 
working path according to a second protection scheme having 
a second priority, and assigning the second protection path as 
a protection path to the first working pathifthe first priority of 
the first protection scheme is higher than the second priority 
of the second protection scheme. Other methods and appara 
tuses are also described. 
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START 

RECEIVE ADEMAND FOR A PATH, THE DEMAND 
INCLUDING A PROTECTION SCHEMETYPE AND AN 
OPTIONAL PRIORITY OFA WORKINGPATH (WP) 

FOR 1:NPROTECTION 

IN RESPONSE TO THE DEMAND, SELECT AWPFROMA 
SET OF AVAILABLE PATHS TO THE DESTINATION OF THE 
DEMAND THAT HAVE ONE ORMORE UNALLOCATED PATH 

WAVELENGTHS (EG, CHANNELORLAMBDA) 
(EG, SEEFIG. 7) 

SELECT APROTECTION PATH (PP) FROM THE SET OF 
AVAILABLE PATHS TO THE DESTINATION THAT SATISFIES 
THE SET OF DISJOINTNESS CONSTRAINTS WITH RESPECT 
TO THE ALLOCATED WPAND THE PROTECTION SCHEME 

DEMANDED (E.G, SEE FIGS. 8-9) 

OPTIONALLY PERFORM 
CONTENTION RESOLUTION 
(EG, SEE FIGS. 17-18) 

UPDATE THE ASSOCIATEDDATABASES(E.G., ROUTING 
AND SIGNALLING DATABASES) FOR THE ALLOCATED WP 

AND PP 

SIGNALALLNODESASSOCATED WITH THE NEWLY 
ALLOCATED WPAND PP DROP THE DEMAND 

FIG. 6 
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START 700 

701 
RECEIVE AREQUEST FOR SEARCH OFA WORKING 

PATH (WP) OR AREROUTABLE PATH 

702 
SELECT FROMA SET OF AVAILABLE PATHS TO THE 
DESTINATION OF THE DEMAND THAT HAVE ONE OR 

MORE UNALLOCATED PATHIWAVELENGTHS 

703 

ASSIGN THE SELECTED PATHIWAVELENGTH ASA 
WORKING PATH (WP) OR THE REROUTABLE PATH 

FOR THE DEMAND 

UPDATE THE DATABASES: 704 

CHANGING THE STATUS OF WP OR THE REROUTABLE 
PATH FROMUNALLOCATED TO ALLOCATED WORKING 

END 

FIG. 7 
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START 800 

801 
RECEIVE AREQUEST FOR SEARCH OF A PROTECTION 

PATH (PP) FOR A 1+1 OR 1:1 PROTECTION 

SELECT APATHIWAVELENGTH FROM THE SET OF 802 
AVAILABLE PATHS TO THE DESTINATION THAT 

SATISFIES THE SET OF DISJOINTNESS CONSTRAINTS 
WITH RESPECT TO THE ALLOCATED WPAND THE 

PROTECTION SCHEME DEMANDED 

803 

ALLOCATE THE SELECTED PATHIWAVELENGTH ASA 
PROTECTION PATH (PP) FOR THE DEMAND 

UPDATE THE DATABASES: 804 

CHANGING THE STATUS OF PPFROMUNALLOCATED 
TO ALLOCATED PROTECTION11+1 OR 1:1 

END 

FIG. 8 
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SELECT APATHIWAVELENGTH FROM THE SET 
OFAVAILABLE PATHS TO THE DESTINATION 
THAT SATISFIES THE SET OF DISJOINTNESS 

CONSTRAINTS TO LOCATEA PATHIWAVELENGTH 
THAT HAS ALREADY BEENASSIGNED TO 1:N 

PROTECTION SCHEME 

AVAILABLE 

PRIORITY OF 
WPTAKEN 

NO 

ALLOCATE THE RESPECTIVE PATH 
WAVELENGTHAS 1:NPROTECTION PATH TO 

THE WP OF THE DEMAND 

UPDATE THE ASSOCATED DATABASES 
(E.G., ROUTING AND SIGNALING DATABASES), 
SUCH AS, FOREXAMPLE, COUNT = COUNT+ 

1, ADDINGPRIORITY OF WPTO THE PRIORITY 
LIST OF THE 1:NPROTECTION 

END 
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908 
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910 
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RECEIVE ANOTIFICATION OFA 
PATHIWAVELENGTH(EG, 

LAMBDA) FAILURE, BASED ON, 
FOREXAMPLE, LOST OF LIGHT ON 

THE LAMBDA 

DETERMINE WHAT PATHS ARE 
AFFECTED BASED ON THE 

INFORMATION STORED IN THE 
DATABASES, SUCH AS, FOR 
EXAMPLE, ROUTING AND 
SIGNALING DATABASES 

FOREACH OF THEAFFECTED 
PATHS, PERFORMTHE FOLLOWING 

1003 

ISWP 
FAILURE 

YES 

DETERMINE THE PROTECTION 
SCHEME OF THE WP(EG, 

1+1, 1:1, 1N, ORREROUTABLE 

NO 
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(SEE, FIG 11) 

DONE 
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ASSIGN THE PPWHICH IS 
CURRENTLYASSIGNED TO WP1 TO 

REMOVE THE PRIORITY OF WP 
FROM THE PRIORITYLIST OFPP, 

COUNT = COUNT-1 

SEARCHFORA NEW WPAND AN 
OPTIONAL NEWPPFOR THE WP 

(EG, SEEFIGS. 7 AND 9) 

UPDATE DATABASES: 

COUNT = COUNT - 1 
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TO ALLOCATED WORKING 
NEWPP SEE FIGST AND 9 
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FIG. 11 
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FIG. 14 
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MULTIPLE REDUNDANCY SCHEMES IN AN 
OPTICAL NETWORK 

0001. This application is a continuation of co-pending 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/781,080, filed Feb. 17, 
2004, entitled “Multiple Redundancy Schemes In An Optical 
Network” and assigned to a common assignee of the present 
application. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates generally to the field of 
networking. More particularly, this invention relates to mul 
tiple redundancy schemes in an optical network. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003. An optical network is a collection of optical network 
devices interconnected by links made up of optical fibers. 
Thus, an optical network is a network in which the physical 
layer technology is fiber-optic cable. Cable trunks are inter 
connected with optical cross-connects (OXCs), and signals 
are added and dropped at optical add/drop multiplexers 
(OADMs). The optical network devices that allow traffic to 
enter and/or exit the optical network are referred to as access 
nodes; in contrast, any optical network devices that do not are 
referred to as pass-thru nodes (an optical network need not 
have any pass-thru nodes). Each optical link interconnects 
two optical network devices and typically includes an optical 
fiber to carry traffic in both directions. There may be multiple 
optical links between two optical network devices. 
0004. A given fiber can carry multiple communication 
channels simultaneously through a technique called wave 
length division multiplexing (WDM), which is a form of 
frequency division multiplexing (FDM). When implement 
ing WDM, each of multiple carrier wavelengths (or, equiva 
lently, frequencies or colors) is used to provide a communi 
cation channel. Thus, a single fiber looks like multiple virtual 
fibers, with each virtual fiber carrying a different data stream. 
Each of these data streams may be a single data stream, or 
may be a time division multiplex (TDM) data stream. Each of 
the wavelengths used for these channels is often referred to as 
a lambda. 
0005. A lightpath is a one-way path in an optical network 
for which the lambda does not change. For a given lightpath, 
the optical nodes at which its path begins and ends are respec 
tively called the source node and the destination node; the 
nodes (if any) on the lightpath in-between the source and 
destination nodes are called intermediate nodes. An optical 
circuit is a bi-directional, end-to-end (between the access 
nodes providing the ingress to and egress from the optical 
network for the traffic carried by that optical circuit) path 
through the optical network. Each of the two directions of an 
optical circuit is made up of one or more lightpaths. Specifi 
cally, when a given direction of the end-to-end end-to-end 
path of an optical circuit will use a single wavelength, then a 
single end-to-end end-to-end lightpath is provisioned for 
that direction (the Source and destination nodes of that light 
path are access nodes of the optical network and are the same 
as the end nodes of the optical circuit). However, in the case 
where a single wavelength for a given direction will not be 
used, wavelength conversion is necessary and two or more 
lightpaths are provisioned for that direction of the end-to-end 
path of the optical circuit. Thus, a lightpath comprises a 
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lambda and a path (the series of optical nodes (and, of course, 
the interconnecting links) through which traffic is carried 
with that lambda). 
0006 Put another way, when using GMPLS on an optical 
network, the optical network can be thought of as circuit 
switched, where LSPs are the circuits. Each of these LSPs 
(uni-directional or bi-directional) form an end-to-end path 
where the generalized label(s) are the wavelength(s) of the 
lightpath(s) used. When wavelength conversion is not used 
for a given bi-directional LSP, there will be a single end-to 
end lightpath in each direction (and thus, a single wavelength; 
and thus, a single generalized label). 
0007. The term disjoint path is used to describe a relation 
ship between a given path and certain other network resources 
(e.g., nodes, links, etc.). There are various levels of disjoint 
ness (e.g., maximally link disjoint, fully link disjoint, maxi 
mally node disjoint, and fully node disjoint; and each can 
additionally be shared risk group (SRG) disjoint). For 
instance, a first and second paths are disjoint if the network 
resources they use meet the required level of disjointness. 
0008 Disjoint paths are formed for a variety of reasons, 
including forming restricted paths and protection paths. 
Restricted paths are formed to carry traffic that is not to travel 
through certain network resources for security reasons. Pro 
tection paths are used to provide redundancy; that is, they are 
used as alternate paths to working paths in case of a network 
failure of some kind. Protection paths are commonly imple 
mented as either: 1) 1+1 protected; 2) 1:1 protected; or 3) 1:N 
mesh restored. A 1+1 or 1:1 protected path is a disjoint path 
from node A to node B in the network where one of the paths 
is a working path, and the other is a protection path. The 
working path and the protection path are typically established 
at the same time. In the case of a 1+1 protected path, the same 
traffic is carried on both paths, and the receiving node selects 
the best of the paths (i.e., if the one currently selected by the 
receiving node degrades or fails, that node will Switch to the 
other). In contrast, in the case of a 1:1 protected path, traffic is 
transmitted on the working path; when a failure occurs on the 
working path, traffic is Switched to the protection path. A 
mesh restored path from node A to node B is a pair of shared 
resource group disjoint paths in the network, where one of the 
routes is a working path and the other is a backup path. The 
capacity dedicated on the backup path can be shared with 
backup paths of other mesh-restored lightpaths. 
0009 Typically, the paths (e.g., working or protection 
paths) are established and provisioned manually, for example, 
by a network administrator. Protection schemes used in a 
conventional optical network assumes there is only one fail 
ure at a time. When a second path failure occurs before the 
first failed path recovers, particularly, in a 1:N protection 
scheme, the traffic of the second failed path is dropped 
because the protection path is being used by the first failed 
path, until the network administrator can provision another 
path to take over the traffic of the second failed path. 
0010. In addition, an owner of an optical network typically 
has no discretion on how many working paths can share a 1:N 
protection scheme. Typically, when a demand for a path with 
1:N protection is received, if there is no room for the 1:N 
protection, the demand is dropped. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0011 Methods and apparatuses for multiple redundancy 
schemes in an optical network are described herein. In one 
embodiment, an exemplary method includes receiving a 
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demand for allocating a first protection path that meets a first 
set of disjointness constraints with respect to a first working 
path according to a first protection scheme having a first 
priority, in response to the demand, locating a second protec 
tion path that meets a second set of disjointness constraints 
with respect to a second working path according to a second 
protection scheme having a second priority, and assigning the 
second protection pathas a protection path to the first working 
path if the first priority of the first protection scheme is higher 
than the second priority of the second protection scheme. 
0012. Other features of the present invention will be 
apparent from the accompanying drawings and from the 
detailed description which follows. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0013 The present invention is illustrated by way of 
example and not limitation in the figures of the accompanying 
drawings in which like references indicate similar elements. 
0014 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
access node according to certain embodiments of the inven 
tion. 
0015 FIGS. 2A and 2B are block diagrams of an exem 
plary database organization according to certain embodi 
ments of the invention. 
0016 FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating an example of 
a database organization according to another embodiment of 
the invention. 
0017 FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an example of 
channel or wavelength statuses according to certain embodi 
ments of the invention. 
0018 FIG. 5 is a state diagram illustrating an example of 
operating state machines of channels according to one 
embodiment of the invention. 
0019 FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating an example of a 
process for handling a demand in an optical network node, 
according to one embodiment of the invention. 
0020 FIG. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for searching a working path according to one 
embodiment of the invention. 
0021 FIG. 8 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for searching a 1+1 or 1:1 protection path according 
to one embodiment of the invention. 
0022 FIG. 9 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for searching a 1:N protection path according to one 
embodiment of the invention. 
0023 FIG. 10 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for handling path failures according to one embodi 
ment of the invention. 
0024 FIG. 11 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for handling a failure of a working path having a 1:N 
protection according to one embodiment of the invention. 
0025 FIG. 12 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for handling a failure of a 1:N protection path accord 
ing to one embodiment of the invention. 
0026 FIG. 13 is a flow diagram of an exemplary process 
for handling a path failure having a 1+1 or 1:1 protection 
scheme according to one embodiment of the invention. 
0027 FIG. 14 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for handling a failure of a reroutable path according to 
one embodiment of the invention. 
0028 FIG. 15 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for handling a recovery of a working path according 
to one embodiment of the invention. 
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0029 FIG.16 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
disjointness preference order and an exemplary protection 
scheme priority order, according to one embodiment of the 
invention. 
0030 FIG. 17 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for handling a contention resolution according to one 
embodiment of the invention. 
0031 FIG. 18 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for rerouting a path that has been preempted by a 
contention resolution, according to one embodiment of the 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0032 Multiple redundancy schemes in an optical network 
are described herein. In the following description, numerous 
specific details are set forth (e.g., Such as logic resource 
partitioning/sharing/duplication implementations, types and 
interrelationships of system components, and logic partition 
ing/integration choices). However, it is understood that 
embodiments of the invention may be practiced without these 
specific details. In other instances, well-known circuits, soft 
ware instruction sequences, structures and techniques have 
not been shown in detail in order not to obscure the under 
standing of this description. 
0033 References in the specification to “one embodi 
ment”, “an embodiment”, “an example embodiment, etc., 
indicate that the embodiment described may include a par 
ticular feature, structure, or characteristic, but every embodi 
ment may not necessarily include the particular feature, struc 
ture, or characteristic. Moreover, Such phrases are not 
necessarily referring to the same embodiment. Further, when 
a particular feature, structure, or characteristic is described in 
connection with an embodiment, it is submitted that it is 
within the knowledge of one skilled in the art to effect such 
feature, structure, or characteristic in connection with other 
embodiments whether or not explicitly described. 
0034. In the following description and claims, the terms 
“coupled and “connected, along with their derivatives, may 
be used. It should be understood that these terms are not 
intended as synonyms for each other. Rather, in particular 
embodiments, “connected may be used to indicate that two 
or more elements are in direct contact with each other (e.g., 
physically, electrically, optically, etc.). "Coupled may mean 
that two or more elements are in direct contact (physically, 
electrically, optically, etc.). However, “coupled may also 
mean that two or more elements are not in direct contact with 
each other, but yet still co-operate or interact with each other. 

Overview 

0035. According to one aspect of the invention, multiple 
failures of working paths sharing a protection path are 
handled dynamically. In certain embodiments, each of the 
working paths sharing a protection path is associated with a 
priority. No more than one working path having the same 
priority may share a protection path. The priorities of the 
working paths may be used to determine which working path 
claims the protection path when multiple working paths fail. 
A failed working path with higher priority claims the protec 
tion path, while the failed working path with lower priority is 
reallocated with another path. 
0036. According to an aspect of the invention, a service 
provider or a network owner is provided with a capability to 
assign a preference order of disjointness and a priority order 
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of protection scheme. In certain embodiments, the preference 
order and protection scheme priority order may be used in a 
contention resolution process of paths, where for a particular 
service level an appropriate protection scheme demanded 
cannot be allocated. In certain embodiments, an existing path/ 
wavelength combination with priority lower than the one in 
demand may be preempted and rerouted based on the dis 
jointness preference order and the protection scheme priority 
order. 
0037. A path is a series of nodes and interconnecting links. 
By way of example, a lightpath is a path/wavelength combi 
nation (also referred to as path/wavelength or lambda, or 
channel). By way of another example, a bidirectional optical 
circuit has a path (where there is more than one lightpath in a 
given direction, it is the concatenation of the paths of these 
lightpaths). A working or protection path is made up of one or 
more lightpaths (e.g., a bidirectional working or protection 
path is a type of bidirectional optical circuit, whereas a unidi 
rectional working path that is conversion free is made up of 
one lightpath). 
0038 Since each of the above aspects is independent, dif 
ferent embodiments may implement one or more of the above 
aspects of the invention. Of course, one or more parts of an 
embodiment of the invention may be implemented using any 
combination of software, firmware, and/or hardware. Such 
Software and/or firmware can be stored and communicated 
(internally and with other access nodes over the network) 
using machine-readable media, Such as magnetic disks; opti 
cal disks; random access memory; read only memory; flash 
memory devices; electrical, optical, acoustical or other form 
of propagated signals (e.g., carrier waves, infrared signals, 
digital signals, etc.), etc. 

Exemplary Access Node Embodiments 
0039. According to one aspect of the invention, a database 

is built and maintained that stores available paths from a 
Source node to reachable destination nodes in a network in 
which the links between nodes can carry multiple channels. 
Each of the available paths being a series of nodes and inter 
connecting links from the source node to one of the reachable 
destination nodes. In certain embodiments of the invention, 
the paths are stored in said database grouped by common 
destination nodes, there is a cost stored with each of the paths, 
and/or the paths are sorted. For example, in one embodiment 
of the invention, there is a cost stored with each of the paths, 
the paths are grouped by common destination node, and the 
paths in a group are sorted at least in part by their cost. In 
addition, each of the available paths has associated to it in the 
database a set of one or more of the channels on the intercon 
necting links available to form path/channel combinations (in 
a WDM network, these path/channel combinations would be 
path/wavelength combinations). Furthermore, each channel 
or path/wavelength may include status of that channel. Such 
as, for example, the protection scheme, the priority of the 
channel for the 1:N protection, etc. While the invention is not 
limited to WDM network, the invention will be described 
with reference to WDM networks for illustrative purposes. 
Such a database may be built, maintained, structured, used, 
etc. in a variety of ways; exemplary ones of which are 
described herein. 
0040. According to another aspect of the invention, a data 
base that stores available paths from a source node to reach 
able destination nodes is used for handling one or more chan 
nel failures. In certain embodiments of the invention, a pathis 
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selected from the database based on its destination. Following 
the selection of the path, a wavelength available on that path 
is selected from the database. In certain embodiments of the 
invention, Such paths are paths that meet a set of disjointness 
constraints (e.g., maximally link disjoint, fully link disjoint, 
maximally node disjoint, fully node disjoint, as well as 
optionally shared risk group disjoint) selected through the 
determination of intersection sets of the network resources 
(e.g., nodes and/or links) of available paths in the database. 
0041 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
access node according to certain embodiments of the inven 
tion. While FIG. 1 illustrates an access node for use in a 
source based scheme, the invention is not so limited. The 
exemplary node shown in FIG.1 may be implemented within 
a control plane, a data plane, or a combination of both the 
control and data planes of a node. 
0042. In one embodiment, the exemplary node 100 
includes, but not limited to, one or more node databases 101, 
a connection manager 102, and one or more node modules 
103. In one embodiment, the node databases 101 include a 
connectivity database 105 (also referred to as a routing data 
base), a link state database 107, and a network owner prefer 
ence database 104. The node databases 101 may be imple 
mented as multiple databases linked with each other. 
Alternatively, databases 101 may be implemented as a cen 
tralized database globally managed by, for example, database 
module 108. In addition, portions or all of the information 
stored in each database may be duplicated and stored in a 
local database accessible by one or more modules of the node 
modules 103. Other configurations apparent to those with 
ordinary skill in the art may exist. 
0043. In one embodiment, the network owner preference 
database 104 includes a set of information concerning the 
preferences that a network owner or a service provider may 
have regarding operations of the network or the respective 
node. For example, according to one embodiment, the pref 
erence database 104 may include, among others, the number 
of working paths that can share a 1:N protection path. In 
addition, the preference database 104 may further include the 
protection scheme priority order that the network owner or 
the service provider may prefer during an allocation or a 
contention resolution of a protection path, when a protection 
path demanded cannot be allocated at a given time. An 
example of the protection scheme priority order is shown in 
FIG. 16 and the embodiments of contention resolution 
schemes are described in details further below. 

0044. In one embodiment, the link state database 107 
includes a set of one or more link state structures (not shown), 
one for each link connected to that node. While in certain 
embodiments these links are discovered through a link man 
agement protocol (e.g., a link protocol module), alternative 
embodiments could use other techniques. In certain embodi 
ments of the invention, each link state structure records a 
neighboring node, a port through which that neighboring 
node is connected (fiber links end up at a port on the node), 
and available wavelengths on that link (through the port). 
0045. In one embodiment, the connectivity database 105 
includes a set of one or more structures to store the available 
paths. The connectivity database 105 may also store the con 
figuration of the cross connect of the node. Exemplary 
embodiments of the connectivity database 105 are illustrated 
in FIGS. 2A and 2B. 
0046. In one embodiment, signaling database 106 
includes a set of information, including, but not limited to, the 
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working path and protection path pairs and optionally their 
respective status. An exemplary embodiment of the signaling 
database 106 is shown in FIG. 3. 
0047. In one embodiment, the node modules 109 include, 
but not limited to, a database module 108, a set of one or more 
routing modules 109, a signaling module 110, and a link 
protocol module 111. In one embodiment, the routing mod 
ules 109 include, but not limited to, a demand module 112, a 
path selection module 113 (which may include a regular path 
module 114 and protection path module 115), an allocate/ 
deallocate module 116, and an add/remove module 117. It 
will be appreciated that other modules, such as, for example, 
a protection module, etc., may be included. 
0.048. In one embodiment, the database module 108 builds 
and maintains one or more databases 101. Such as, for 
example, connectivity database 105. There are a variety of 
techniques for doing so, exemplary ones of which are 
described later herein. The demand module 112 receives 
demands for new path/wavelength combinations and invokes 
the path selection module 113 and allocate module 116 to 
service the demand. 

0049. In one embodiment, the path selection module 870 
includes a regular path module 114 and a disjoint path module 
115. The path selection module 113 receives requests for 
paths and the path selection criteria and invokes the appro 
priate one(s) of the regular path module 114 and disjoint path 
model 115 for selecting a regular path (e.g., a working path) 
and/or a protection path respectively. 
0050. The allocate module 116 causes the selected path? 
wavelength combinations to be allocated (e.g., the access 
node's cross connect and connectivity/routing database 105. 
as well as, in certain embodiments, communication to other 
nodes), while the deallocate module causes path/wavelength 
combinations to be deallocated. The add/remove module 117 
addresses additions and removals of channels, links, and 
nodes in the optical network. The protection module (not 
shown) is called responsive to the add/remove module 117 to 
implement a redundancy scheme. 
0051. In one embodiment, signaling module 110, among 
other things, is responsible for signaling the nodes along a 
path indicating the path is up or down. For example, when a 
demand for a path is issued, the signaling module 110 
receives such a demand. Signaling module 110 may pass the 
demand to the routing modules 109 to request a working path 
and optionally a protection path associated with the work 
path. In response to the demand, the routing modules 109 
may, for example, via path selection module 113 and/or allo 
cate module 116, access the connectivity/routing database 
105 to select a working path and/or a protection path for the 
demand. In one embodiment, the demand may include a 
protection scheme demanded, such as, for example, 1+1, 1:1, 
1:N, or reroutable protection scheme. In another embodi 
ment, the demand may further include a priority of a working 
path demanded if the demand demands for 1:N protection. In 
an alternative embodiment or where the demand does not 
include a priority, the priority may be assigned by the node 
(e.g., signaling module or LMP module), for example, in a 
first-come-first-serve manner. The routing modules 109 may 
allocate a working path and a protection path based on this 
information. 
0052. If a protection path demanded cannot be allocated, 
according to one embodiment, the routing modules 109 may 
optionally perform contention resolution based on a disjoint 
ness preference order and a protection scheme priority order, 
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for example, a lower disjointness, based on a preference order 
stored in the preference database 104, which may preempt an 
existing allocated path. The preempted existing path may 
then be rerouted according to one or more routing policies. 
The disjointness preference order and the protection scheme 
priority order may be set up or specified by an owner of the 
network. 
0053. Thereafter, the routing modules 109 pass the path 
allocation information to the signaling module 110, which in 
turn signals the nodes associated with allocated path. Once 
the nodes of the path have been signaled, the traffic of the path 
may occur. Once the paths have been allocated and signaled, 
the routing modules 109 may update the connectivity/routing 
database 105 reflecting the path allocations (as shown in 
FIGS. 2A and 2B), while signaling module 110 may also 
update the corresponding signaling database 106 (as shown in 
FIG.3). 
0054. In one embodiment, connection manager 102 is 
responsible for managing the connections of the node. Con 
nection manager 102 typically communicates with the hard 
ware of the nodes (e.g., physical layers of the network Stack or 
a data plane). Connection manager 102 communicates with 
node modules 103 and may access one or more databases 101. 
Communication manager 102 may communicate with the 
hardware via one or more device drivers of an operating 
system, such as, for example, Linux or other operating sys 
temS. 

0055. The node databases 101 may be built and main 
tained, and the paths may be established and provisioned 
using a variety of techniques. According to one embodiment, 
the node databases 101 and the paths may be established and 
provisioned dynamically using service level topologies, 
which detailed information may be found in a co-pending 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/754,931, filed Jan. 9, 
2004, entitled “A Method and Apparatus for a Network Data 
base in an Optical Network, and assigned to a common 
assignee of the present application. The above-identified U.S. 
patent application is hereby incorporated by reference. 

Exemplary Database Organizations 

0056 FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate two exemplary connec 
tivity/routing database(s) organizations according to embodi 
ments of the invention. 
0057 FIG. 2A is a block diagram of an exemplary data 
base organization according to one embodiment of the inven 
tion. FIG. 2A illustrates a destinations structure 201 and 
representation of the possible end-to-end paths 202. The des 
tinations structure 201, having entries destination 203A to 
203I, is to store each of the reachable destinations in a single 
entry. Each of the destination entries 203A to 203I is associ 
ated with the available paths to that destination 204A to 204I. 
Specifically, in FIG. 2A the destination 203A has associated 
to it paths 205A-205I. In other words, the available paths are 
grouped by common destinations. Each path has associated to 
it its path channel set; paths 205A-205I respectively have path 
channel sets 206A-206I. Each of these path channel sets 
206A-206I includes a set one or more lambdas (e.g., path 
channel set 206A includes lambdas 207 A-207I; path channel 
set 206I includes lambdas 208A-208I). 
0.058 FIG.2A additionally shows that each path has a path 
cost and a path status. The path costs are to identify the 
relative costs of the paths so that they may be distinguished 
for shortest path purposes. It should be noted that this cost is 
on a per path basis, as opposed to a per path/wavelength 
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combination basis. The path status identifies the status of the 
path (e.g., up, down, etc. —where up means that the path is 
usable and down means that the path is currently not usable 
(e.g., a path may have a status down if one or more links in the 
path has been removed). 
0059. In addition, each lambda has stored with it a lambda 
status. The lambda status may not be limited to being allo 
cated or unallocated. For example, a lambda that has failed 
due to a fiber cut or laser failure could be assigned a status of 
“broken'. For embodiments in which only bi-directional 
paths can be allocated, the granularity for tracking allocated/ 
unallocated status is simply the lambda level. However, in 
embodiments that allow for unidirectional path allocation, the 
granularity of allocated/unallocated Status is a status for each 
direction for each lambda. 
0060. Furthermore, in the case for 1:N protection, accord 
ing to one embodiment, each lambda may also include: 1) for 
a path/wavelength combination used for a 1:N protection 
path, the number of the working paths currently sharing the 
1:N protection, the priorities of the working paths currently 
sharing the 1:N protection; and 2) for a path wavelength 
combination used for a working path, the priority of that 
working path. An example of the lambda status embodiments 
is illustrated in FIG. 4. 

0061. As a result, based on a given destination, the data 
base can be accessed to locate the available paths to that 
destination (e.g., the group of paths to select from for alloca 
tion can be located). In certain embodiments of the invention, 
the paths for each destination are also sorted by a set of one or 
more path characteristics (e.g., any available wavelengths, 
number of available wavelengths, the cost, load balancing 
issues, etc.). As a result, depending on the sort, the next path 
to select for allocation to a given destination will more likely 
be at the beginning of the group. Once a path is selected, the 
available wavelengths on that path and their status can be 
accessed for selection therefrom. In certain embodiments of 
the invention, the wavelengths of a path channel set are sorted 
by lambda status so that the next unallocated lambda to select 
more likely at the beginning of the set. 
0062. The exemplary organization of the database in FIG. 
2A could be implemented in a variety of ways. For example, 
the destinations structure 201 could be stored as a separate 
structure (e.g., a linked list, a tree, etc.), each entry of which 
includes a pointer to a structure (e.g., a linked list, a tree, etc.) 
for each group of paths; each entry for the path group struc 
ture could include a pointer to a structure (e.g., a linked list, a 
set, etc.) for the path channel set of that path. 
0063. While FIG. 2A illustrates an exemplary database 
organization, it should be understood that alternative embodi 
ments of the invention could have different organizations and 
structures. For example, rather than having a separate desti 
nations structure, the paths could be grouped through the 
sorting of a table having each path as an entry; rather than 
having a separate lambdas structure for each path, the avail 
able lambdas could be stored along with the path. As yet 
another example, while certain information is stored along 
with the paths and lambdas (cost and status), alternative 
embodiments could store more, less, and/or different infor 
mation. 
0064. It should be understood that different embodiments 
of the invention may rely on different relationships of sorting 
and searching. For instance, while in certain embodiments the 
lambdas in the path channel sets are sorted, alternative 
embodiments of the invention may rely on searching an 
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unsorted path channel set. As another example, while certain 
embodiments of the invention sort the paths by cost and 
whether there are any unallocated channels thereon, alterna 
tive embodiments of the invention may sort the paths in the 
groups by cost but not by whether there are any unallocated 
channels; such embodiments would rely on searching to 
locate the lowest cost path with an unallocated channel. 
0065 FIG. 2B is a block diagram illustrating an example 
of database organizations according to another embodiment 
of the invention. The exemplary database 250 may be imple 
mented within a connectivity/routing database. Such as, con 
nectivity database 105 of FIG. 1, accessed and maintained by 
routing modules 109. Alternatively, the database 250 may be 
implemented across multiple databases, such as, connectivity 
database 105, signaling database 106, and/or link state data 
base 107, etc. For example, portions or all of the information 
of database 250 may be duplicated at each of the databases, 
such as those shown in FIG.1. In one embodiment, exemplary 
database 250 may be implemented as possible end-to-end 
paths 202 of a variety of destinations as shown in FIG. 1. 
0.066 Referring to FIG. 2B, in this embodiment, the data 
base 250 is organized based on the possible end-to-end paths. 
In one embodiment, the database 250 includes, but is not 
limited to, the fields of path 251, the lambda of the path 252 
(e.g., wavelength or lambda), lambda status 253, the number 
of the working paths currently sharing a 1:N protection 254 (if 
the path/wavelength combination is being used for a 1:N 
protection path), the priority of the path 255 (if it is a working 
path currently sharing 1:N protection), priorities of the work 
ing paths currently sharing the 1:N protection 256 (if it is a 
1:N protection path), and other fields 257 apparent to those 
with ordinary skill in the art. 
0067. According to one embodiment, the database was 
organized by indexing all the paths managed by the respective 
node. The field 251 is used to list one or more paths to a 
destination node. As described above, each path may include 
multiple channels (e.g., lambdas or wavelength in a WDM 
optical network). Field 252 is used to specify a channel on the 
path indicated by field 251. In a WDM optical network, fields 
251 and 252 may be used to specify a path and wavelength 
combination (e.g., a lambda). For the purposes of illustra 
tions, a path and wavelength combination may be referred to 
as path/wavelength or path/channel. For example, for the path 
258, it may be described as path1/lambda1, which indicates 
as a path having lambda1 (e.g., a wavelength having a fre 
quency of lambda1) within path 1 from a source node to a 
destination node. 

0068 Lambda status field 253 may be used to specify the 
current status of the path/lambda combination (e.g., path/ 
wavelength combination). For example, according to one 
embodiment, lambda status field 253 may include at least one 
of the lambda statuses shown in FIG. 4, which will be 
described in details further below. In addition, the lambda 
status field 253 may also be used to indicate the type of the 
respective path/lambda combination. For example, path 258 
is a path1/lambda1 combination and it is also an allocated 
working path having a status of allocated/working. Path 259 
is a path1/lambda2 combination and it is an unallocated path 
having a status of unallocated, which may be Subsequently 
allocated as a working path or a protection path. 
0069. The count of 1:N protection field 254 may be used to 
indicate the number of working paths currently sharing the 
1:N protection path (where the path/wavelength combination 
is being used for that purpose). According to one embodi 
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ment, a 1:N protection path may be used by a predetermined 
number of working paths, which may be specified by a net 
work owner or a service provider. In one embodiment, the 
maximum number of working paths that may share a 1:N 
protection path may be specified in a network owner or Ser 
Vice provider preference database, such as, for example, pref 
erence database 104 of FIG. 1. That is, a network owner or 
service provider may specify during the configuration or at 
real-time the maximum number of the working paths that are 
allowed to share the same 1:N protection. In one embodiment, 
the maximum number of working paths that may share a 1:N 
protection is six. 
0070. As described above, when a demand for a working 
path with a 1:N protection is received, the demand may 
include a priority of a working path in demand with 1:N 
protection. Alternatively, the priority may be assigned by the 
network according to one or more policies, such as, for 
example, a first-come-first-serve manner. According to one 
embodiment, no more than one of the working paths having 
the same priority would be allowed to share the same 1:N 
protection path. Where a path/wavelength combination is 
currently being used as a working path that is protected by 
1:N protection, the priority of the working pathfield 255 may 
be used to store the priority of that working path. When more 
than one working paths fail that share the same 1:N protection 
path, the priority of the working paths may be used to deter 
mine which working path would obtain the 1:N protection 
path. According to one embodiment, the working path with 
higher priority will obtain the 1:N protection path while the 
one with lower priority may be allocated with a new path or 
rerouted. 
0071. Dependent upon the respective network configura 

tion, the maximum number of working paths may vary. For 
example, for higher 1:N protection, the maximum number of 
working paths that can share the 1:N protection may be lower, 
while the cost to maintain Such a configuration may be higher. 
Likewise, for lower 1:N protection, the maximum number of 
working paths that can share the 1:N protection may be 
higher, while the cost to maintain such a configuration may be 
lower. When configuring a network, according to one 
embodiment, the network owner or service provider is pro 
vided an opportunity to specify number of the working paths 
that can share a 1:N protection. The network owner or service 
provider may balance the considerations of the protection 
level and the cost to maintain Such a protection level of a 
network when configuring the network. 
0072 According to one embodiment, the exemplary data 
base 250 further includes a field 256 for a 1:N protection path 
to store the priorities of the working paths currently sharing 
with the respective 1:N protection path. Field 256 may be 
used by a 1:N protection path to indicate the priorities of the 
working paths currently sharing the 1:N protection path. For 
example, path 265 is a 1:N protection path that are currently 
shared with three working paths: path 258 having a priority of 
2, path 260 having a priority of 3, and path 263 having a 
priority of 5. The number of the working paths currently 
sharing the 1:N protection path 265 is indicated in the respec 
tive field 254. The priorities of the working paths 258, 260, 
and 263 are indicated in the respective field 256. 
0073. According to one embodiment, the count of the 1:N 
protection stored in the field 254 may be used to determine 
whether the respective 1:N protection path may be shared 
with an additional working path. For example, the 1:N pro 
tection path 265 currently has three working paths sharing 
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with it, if the maximum number of working paths that can 
share with one 1:N protection is three, which may be specified 
in a network owner or service provider preference database 
104 of FIG. 1, when a new demand for a 1:N protection is 
received, the current 1:N protection path 265 may not be 
assigned to the new demand because its count of working 
paths currently sharing (e.g., three as indicated in field 254) 
has reached the maximum limit. As a result, another or a new 
1:N protection path may be allocated to the new demand. 
0074 According to one embodiment, the priorities of the 
working paths 258, 260, and 263 stored in the field 256 may 
be used to determine whether the respective 1:N protection 
can be shared with an additional working path having a spe 
cific priority. Since no more than one working path having the 
same priority can share the same 1:N protection path, the field 
256 may be used to determine whether the 1:N protection has 
already a working path that has the same priority as the one in 
demand, and if so, the 1:N protection path cannot be allocated 
to the demand. 
(0075 For example, the 1:N protection path 265 is shared 
with three working paths (e.g., working paths 258, 260, and 
263) having priorities of 2, 3, and 5. If a new demand having 
a priority of 2 is received, the field 254 is checked whether 
number of the working paths currently supported by the 1:N 
protection path 265 has reached the maximum number. It is 
assumed that the maximum number of the working paths that 
can share a 1:N protection pathis six. Since the number of the 
working paths currently sharing the 1:N protection path 265 is 
three as indicated in field 254, the field 256 is then checked 
whether the 1:N protection path 265 is already supporting a 
working path having the same priority of the demand. In this 
example, the 1:N protection path 265 is already supporting a 
working path having the same priority of 2 (e.g., working path 
258). As a result, the 1:N protection path 265 cannot be shared 
by the demand, and another or a new 1:N protection path may 
be allocated for the demand. 
0076. It will be appreciated that other information or 
fields, such as, for example, whether the 1:1 or 1:N protection 
path is being used or whether a path is reserved while the 
signaling module is signaling the nodes of the path, etc., may 
be stored in the database 250, such as field 257. 
0077 FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating an example of 
a database organization of a signaling database according to 
one embodiment of the invention. The exemplary database 
300 may be implemented as part of a signaling database. Such 
as, signaling database 106 of FIG.1. Alternatively, the exem 
plary database 300 may be implemented across multiple data 
bases, such as, connectivity/routing database 105, signaling 
database 106, link state database 107, etc. Portions or all of 
the information stored in database 300 may be duplicated in 
other databases. 
0078 Referring to FIG. 3, according to one embodiment, 
exemplary database 300 includes, but not limited to, working 
pathfield 301, protection pathfield 302, and the priority of the 
working path field 303 if the working path is in a 1:N protec 
tion. The working path field 301 is used to store an identity of 
a working path and the protection path field 302 is used to 
store an identity of a protection path associated with the 
working path identified by field 301. If the protection scheme 
for the working path is a 1:N protection, the field 303 is used 
to store a priority of the working path identified by the work 
ing path field 301. 
(0079. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 3, record 304 
includes a working path path1/lambda1 stored in the respec 
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tive field 301 and a protection path pathn/lambda2 stored in 
the respective field 302. The priority of the working path is 
indicated in the field 303 as 2, which also indicates the pro 
tection scheme is a 1:N protection scheme. The protection 
scheme (e.g., 1:1, 1+1, etc.) may also be determined based on 
the status of the protection path pathn/lambda2 from other 
databases, such as, protection path 265 shown in FIG. 2B. 
0080 According to one embodiment, the exemplary data 
base 300 may be accessed and maintained by a signaling 
module, such as signaling module 110 of FIG.1. However, it 
is not so limited. The database 300 may also be accessed by 
other modules, such as those shown in FIG.1. When one or 
more channels or paths fail, according to one embodiment, 
the database 300 may be used by the signaling module to 
determine how to handle the traffic of the failed paths. The 
signaling module may be notified of the failure by the con 
nection manager (e.g., connection manager 102 of FIG. 1). 
0081 For example, when a working path path1/lambda1 

fails, the signaling module may determine the protection path 
corresponding to the failed working path. In this example, the 
protection path for the working path path1/lambda1 is pathn/ 
lambda2 indicated by the respective field 302. In response to 
the notification of the failures, the signaling module may 
switch the traffic of the failed working path (e.g., path path1/ 
lambda1) to its protection path (e.g., path pathn/lambda2) and 
signal the nodes associated with the protection path to notify 
them that the traffic has been switched over to the protection 
path. Thereafter, the signaling module may notify the con 
nectivity/routing database (e.g., database 105 of FIG. 1) to 
update the status of the working path and the protection path. 
For example, the status of failed working path path1/lambda1 
may be changed from allocated/working to broken and the 
status of the protection path pathn/lambda2 may be updated 
from allocated/protection/1:N to allocated/protection/1:N/ 
used, which may be reflected in the databases shown in FIGS. 
2A and 2B. Other information or databases may also be 
updated. 
0082. When more than one path failure occurs in a 1:N 
protection scheme, according to one embodiment, the priority 
of a working path indicated in field 303 may be used to 
determine which failed working path gets the 1:N protection 
path. In a particular embodiment, the working path having 
higher priority may get the 1:N protection path, while the 
traffic of the working path having lower priority may be 
rerouted according to one or more policies. 
0083. For example, referring to FIG.3, when working path 
path2/lambda1 of record 305 fails, the signaling module 
switches the traffic of path2/lambda2 to its corresponding 
protection path pathn/lambda2 and notifies the connectivity/ 
routing database (e.g., databases 200 or 250 shown in FIGS. 
2A and 2B). The status of the working path path2/lambda2 
may be changed from allocated working to broken and the 
status of the protection path pathn/lambda2 may be changed 
from allocated/protection/1:N to allocated/protection/1:N/ 
used in databases 200 and 250 of FIGS. 2A and 2B. 
0084 Subsequently, for the purposes of illustration, it is 
assumed that before the failed working path path2/lambda1 
recovers, another working path path1/lambda1 of record 304 
also fails. Since the corresponding 1:N protection path pathn/ 
lambda2 has been used by the first failed working path (e.g., 
path2/lambda1), according to one embodiment, the signaling 
module may compare the priorities of two failed working 
paths (e.g., path1/lambda1 and path2/lambda2) and deter 
mine which working path gets the protection path (e.g., pathn/ 
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lambda2). In this example, since the second failed working 
path path1/lambda1 of record 304 has a higher priority (e.g., 
priority of 2) than the priority of the first failed working path 
path2/lambda1 (e.g., priority of 3), the second failed working 
path will get the 1:N protection path pathn/lambda2 and the 
traffic currently on the protection path pathn/lambda2 for the 
first failed working path (e.g., path2/lambda1) may be 
rerouted. In one embodiment, a new working path and/or a 
new protection path may be allocated for the first failed work 
ing path (e.g., path2/lambda1). The above transactions will be 
described in details further below. 

I0085. According to one embodiment, when a protection 
path fails, which is currently carrying traffic for a failed 
working path, the signaling module may check whether the 
failed working path has recovered. If so, the traffic of the 
failed protection may be switched back to the recovered 
working path and optionally a new protection path may be 
allocated. 

I0086 According to another embodiment, when a failed or 
broken working path recovers, the traffic of the corresponding 
protection path on behalf of the broken working path may be 
switched immediately back to the recovered working path. As 
a result, the status of the recovered working path may be 
changed from broken to allocated/working and the status of 
the protection path may be changed from allocated/protec 
tion/1:1 or 1:N/used to allocated/protection/1:1 or 1:N. 
I0087 Alternatively, according to a further embodiment, 
when a failed working path recovers, the recovered working 
path may be released back to the unallocated pool and its 
status may be changed from broken to unallocated. In this 
embodiment, the protection path that takes over the traffic for 
the failed and now recovered working path may act as a 
working path. The status of the protection path taking over 
may be changed from allocated/protection to allocated/work 
ing. A new protection path may be allocated for the newly 
converted working path. Other operations or configurations 
exist and are within the scope of the invention. 

Exemplary Channel Status/States Embodiments 

I0088 As described above, the channel or wavelength 
(lambda) statuses may be stored in one or more databases, 
such as databases shown FIGS. 2A-2B and 3. The channel or 
wavelength statuses may be used when establishing a work 
ing path, a protection path, and/or alternatively, for handling 
one or more path failures. FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrat 
ing an example of channel or wavelength statuses according 
to certain embodiments of the invention. Referring to FIG. 4, 
in one embodiment, the exemplary channel statuses 400 
includes, but not limited to, unallocated status 401, allocated 
status 402, and broken status 403. Although the statuses 400 
may be used in a variety of optical networks, for the purposes 
of illustrations, a WDM optical network is used as an example 
throughout this application. It will be appreciated that the 
embodiments described herein are not limited to WDM opti 
cal networks. They may be applied to other types of networks. 
I0089. According to one embodiment, when a channel 
(path/wavelength in a WDM optical network) is unallocated 
(e.g., having unallocated Status 401), the channel is free to be 
allocated to any new demand, either as a working path or a 
protection path. When a channel or path/wavelength is down, 
the respective channel or path/wavelength combination may 
be marked as broken (e.g., having a broken status 403). When 
a path is allocated, it may be allocated as a working path 
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having an allocated/working status 404 or a protection path 
having an allocated/protection status 405. 
0090. In one embodiment, multiple protection schemes 
are Supported. A path may be allocated as a protection path 
having a 1+1 protection scheme with an allocated/protection/ 
1+1 Status 406, a protection path having a 1:1 protection 
scheme with an allocated/protection/1:1 status 407, or a pro 
tection path having a 1:N protection scheme with an allo 
cated/protection/1:N status 408. In addition, the 1:1 and 1:N 
protection path (e.g., having allocated/protection/1:1 status 
408 and allocated protection/1:N status 407) may be in use, 
when the protection path takes over the traffic of its corre 
sponding working path. In such case, the status of the respec 
tive protection path may be referred to as allocated/protec 
tion/1:1 or 1: N/used and the status of the failed or broken 
working path may be referred to as broken status 403. Oth 
erwise, when the working path is still up, its protection path 
status may be referred to as allocated/protection/1:1 or 1:N/ 
unused or simply allocated/protection/1:1 or 1:N, because it 
is not being used. 
0091. Furthermore, when a path is allocated, either as a 
working path or a protection path, the allocated path may be 
temporarily marked as reserved (not shown). This status may 
be used when a path is allocated, but waiting for the signaling 
module to signal the nodes of the allocated paths and return 
the status of whether the signaling operations are successful. 
The reserved status may be used to prevent any new demand 
to allocate the same path while waiting for the confirmation of 
the signaling module whether the signaling has been per 
formed successfully. Other statuses apparent to those with 
ordinary skill in the art may be used. 
0092 FIG. 5 is a state diagram illustrating an example of 
operating state machines of channels according to one 
embodiment of the invention. Referring to FIG. 5, in one 
embodiment, the exemplary state machines 500 include, but 
not limited to, an unallocated state 501, an allocated state 502, 
a broken state 503, and a reserved state 504. A channel or 
path/wavelength combination is in the unallocated state 501 
when the corresponding channel has not been allocated to any 
demand. When a path/wavelength combination is allocated, 
either as a working path, a protection path, or a reroutable 
path, the allocated channel is in the allocated state 502. When 
a path/wavelength combination is broken, either from unal 
located state 501, allocated state 502, or reserved state 504, it 
is in broken state 503. When a path/wavelength combination 
is allocated, but waiting for a confirmation whether the sig 
naling has been performed Successfully, the path/wavelength 
combination is in the reserved state 504. 
0093. According to one embodiment, a path/wavelength 
combination can transition from one state to another of the 
states 501-504 dependent upon certain events, which may 
occur locally within the node or between the nodes in the 
network. In one embodiment, local events occur at the node 
when something happens. For example, Some local events 
occur when a link or a channel fails, or alternatively, when a 
demand is received. According to one embodiment, Some of 
the local events may be defined as follows: 

Events Descriptions 

Free The use of the channel is over. For example, the demand has 
been serviced and the corresponding channel has been released. 
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-continued 

Events Descriptions 

Update The signaling confirms whether it was able to use the channel 
Successfully. 

Up The channel which was removed due to some problems has 
come backup. 

Down The channel was removed due to some problems to the current 
node. 

0094. According to one embodiment, the network events 
are transmitted among some nodes of the network and some 
of the network events may be defined as follows: 

Events Descriptions 

Allocate A channel is being allocated to a demand. 
Deallocate The use of the channel is over. 
Failed At least one failure occurs while using the channel. 
Broken The channel cannot be used since it was removed 

from one or more nodes of the network due to some 
problems, either hardware or software problems. 

0.095 According to one embodiment, some events may 
occur both locally and in the network. Some of the local and 
network events may be defined as follows: 

Events Descriptions 

Link Down Alink between two nodes is down. As a result, all channels 
or wavelengths associated with that link are removed 
or unavailable. 

Link Up A link between two nodes is backup. As a result, all 
channels or wavelengths associated with that link come 
backup (e.g., recovered). 

It will be appreciated that other events apparent to those with 
ordinary skill in the art may exist. 
(0096. Referring to FIGS. 4 and 5, in one embodiment, at 
unallocated state 501, the channel may have unallocated sta 
tus 401. At broken state 503, the channel may have broken 
status 403. At allocated state 502, the channel may have 
allocated statuses 404–408, either as a working path or a 
protection path. At reserved state 504, according to one 
embodiment, the channel may have allocated statuses 404 
408 with a reserved indication. Other configurations may 
exist. 

Examples of Processes for Handling a Demand 
0097 FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating an example of a 
process for handling a demand in an optical network node, 
according to one embodiment of the invention. The exem 
plary process 600 may be performed by a processing logic 
that may comprise hardware (circuitry, dedicated logic, etc.), 
Software (such as is run on a dedicated machine), or a com 
bination of both. 
(0098 Referring to FIG. 6, at block 601, a demand for a 
pathis received at a node. Such as, for example, a source node 
ofan optical circuit. In one embodiment, the demand includes 
a protection scheme. Such as, for example, a 1+1, 1:1, 1:N or 
reroutable scheme. If the protection scheme demanded is a 
1:N protection scheme, according to one embodiment, the 
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demand may further include a priority of the working path in 
demand (e.g., to determine which working path gets the 1:N 
protection path when multiple working failures occur Subse 
quently). In an alternative embodiment or where the demand 
does not include a priority, the priority of the demand may be 
assigned by the node based on one or more policies. For 
example, the priority of the demand may be assigned by the 
node on a first-come-first-served basis. In this example, the 
first demand would be assigned with a priority of one and the 
second demand would receive a priority of two, etc. In 
another example, priorities may be assigned randomly. 
0099. In response to the demand, at block 602, a working 
path is selected from a set of available paths to the destination 
in demand that has one or more unallocated channel (e.g., 
path/wavelength combination). Again, although embodi 
ments of the present application are not limited to WDM 
optical networks, for the purposes of illustration, a WDM 
network is used herein to describe the embodiments of the 
present application. In one embodiment, the selection is 
based on the destination of the demand. For example, the 
selection is performed by walking through a database based 
on the destination, such as, for example, exemplary database 
200 shown in FIG. 2A, until an unallocated path that leads to 
the destination of the demand is located. 
0100 Alternatively, according to an alternative embodi 
ment of the invention, the selection may be performed by 
locating a path that is unallocated based on a database. Such 
as, for example, exemplary database 250 of FIG. 2B. For 
example, the selection may be performed by walking through 
the paths shown in field 251 to search for a path that has not 
been allocated, such as, for example, path 259. Once an 
unallocated path has been located, it is also checked whether 
the located path leads to the destination of the demand. If the 
unallocated path leads to the destination in demand, the unal 
located path may be selected as a working path for the 
demand. If an unallocated path leading to the destination in 
demand cannot be found, at block 607, the demand may be 
dropped. 
0101 If an unallocated path for the destination in demand 

is found, at block 603, a protection path is searched from a set 
of available paths to the destination that satisfies the set of 
disjointness constraints with respect to the working path 
selected above. In one embodiment, the search may be con 
ducted based on node disjointness with respect to the working 
path selected above. Alternatively, the search may be con 
ducted based on a disjointness preference order set up by a 
network owner or a service provider, Such as, for example, in 
preference database 104 of FIG. 1. Further detailed informa 
tion concerning selecting a protection path will be described 
further below. 
0102) If a protection path with respect to the working path 
cannot be found, at block 606, a contention resolution may be 
performed. During the contention resolution, another path 
having lower priority protection scheme than the one in 
demand may be searched and preempted (e.g., bumped). The 
path preempted is then allocated as a protection path and the 
working path and the traffic of the preempted path may be 
rerouted. The exemplary contention resolution will be 
described in details further below. If the contention resolution 
cannot be resolved, the demand may be dropped and the 
already allocated resources (e.g., the allocated working path) 
may be released. 
0103) If a protection path with respect to the working path 
above is found, the working path and the protection path are 
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allocated to the demand and at block 604, the associated 
databases, such as, for example, databases shown in FIGS. 
2A-2B and 3, may be updated. For example, the status of the 
working path may be changed from unallocated to allocated/ 
working and the status of the protection path may be changed 
from unallocated to allocated/protection/1+1, 1:1, or 1:N. At 
block 605, the nodes of the path are signaled by, for example, 
signaling module 110 of FIG. 1. 
0104. According to one embodiment, while the signaling 
module performs the signaling, the state of the paths (e.g., 
working path and protection path) may be in a temporary 
state, such as reserved state 504 of FIG. 5, from unallocated 
state 501. Note that during the reserved state, the status of the 
paths may still be maintained as allocated/working and allo 
cated/protection/1+1, 1:1, or 1:N with a reserved mark or 
label, which may be implemented as an additional field in the 
exemplary databases shown in FIGS. 2A-2B and 3 (not 
shown). Once the signaling has been completed, the paths 
may be changed from reserved State to permanent state. For 
example, according to one embodiment, if the signaling is 
performed Successfully, the State of the paths may be changed 
from reserved state 503 to allocated state 502 via an allocate 
update event. The reserved label associated with the status of 
the paths may be removed to indicate that the paths have been 
allocated permanently. If the signaling has not been per 
formed Successfully, the state of the paths may be changed 
from reserved back to unallocated via a failed event. 

0105. If, however, during the reserved state, one of the 
paths (e.g., Working path and protection path) is down, for 
example, as a result of a fiber cut or the corresponding laser 
failure, the state of the paths may be changed from reserved 
state 504 to broken state 503, via a failure event or a broken 
event. The status of the paths may also be changed. For 
example, the status of the failed path may be changed from 
allocated/working or allocated/protection/1+1, 1:1, or 1:N to 
broken. The exemplary process 600 of FIG. 6 may be per 
formed again for searching for a path that is suitable for 
replacing the failed path. Other operations may also be per 
formed. 
0106 FIG. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for searching a working path according to one 
embodiment of the invention. The exemplary process 700 
may be performed by a processing logic that may comprise 
hardware (circuitry, dedicated logic, etc.), Software (such as is 
run on a dedicated machine), or a combination of both. In one 
embodiment, exemplary process 700 may be performed as a 
part of operations in block 602 of FIG. 6. Alternatively, exem 
plary process 700 may be invoked in response to a demand for 
a working path or rerouting a working path. 
0107 Referring to FIG. 7, in one embodiment, at block 
701, a demand for a working path is received. If it is for a 1:N 
protection scheme, the demand may also include a priority of 
the working path being searched. At block 702, a path is 
selected from a set of available paths to the destination in 
demand that have one or more unallocated path/wavelength 
combination. The search may be performed based on the 
exemplary database organization illustrated in FIG. 2A or 
FIG. 2B as described above. Once the suitable path has been 
found and selected, at block 703, the selected path is allocated 
to the demand. At block 704, the associated databases, such as 
those exemplary databases shown in FIGS. 2A-2B and 3 may 
be updated with respect to the allocated working path. For 
example, the status of the newly allocated path may be 
changed from unallocated to allocated/working. In one 
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embodiment, the operations of block 704 may be a part of 
operations of block 604 of FIG. 6. Other operations apparent 
to those with ordinary skill in the art may also be performed. 
0108 FIG. 8 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for searching a 1+1 or 1:1 protection path according 
to one embodiment of the invention. The exemplary process 
800 may be performed by a processing logic that may com 
prise hardware (circuitry, dedicated logic, etc.), Software 
(such as is run on a dedicated machine), or a combination of 
both. The exemplary process 800 may be performed as a part 
of the operations involved at block 603 of FIG. 6. Alterna 
tively, exemplary process 800 may be invoked in response to 
a demand for a 1+1 or 1:1 protection path or rerouting a 1+1 
or 1:1 protection path. 
0109 Referring to FIG. 8, according to one embodiment, 
at block 801, a demand for searching a protection path is 
received. The demand may include a protection scheme type 
(e.g., 1+1 or 1:1). In response to the demand, at block 802, a 
path (e.g., path/wavelength combination) is selected from a 
set of available paths to the destination that satisfies the set of 
disjointness constraints with respect to the associated allo 
cated working path and the protection scheme in demand. In 
one embodiment, the search may be performed based on a 
disjointness preference order specified by a network owner or 
a service provider, which may be stored in the exemplary 
preference database 104 of FIG. 1. The search may be per 
formed based on the databases organizations as shown in 
FIGS. 2A-2B and 3 as described above. 
0110. Once a suitable protection path is found and 
selected, the selected path is then allocated to the demand at 
block803. At block804, the associated databases, such as, for 
example, the exemplary databases shown in FIGS. 1, 2A-2B, 
and 3, may be updated with respect to the newly allocated 
protection path. For example, the status of the newly allocated 
protection path may be updated from unallocated to allo 
cated/protection/1+1 or 1:1. In one embodiment, the opera 
tions of block 804 may be a part of operations of block 604 of 
FIG. 6. Other operations apparent to those with ordinary skill 
in the art may be performed. 
0111 FIG. 9 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for searching a 1:N protection path according to one 
embodiment of the invention. The exemplary process 900 
may be performed by a processing logic that may comprise 
hardware (circuitry, dedicated logic, etc.), Software (such as is 
run on a dedicated machine), or a combination of both. The 
exemplary process 900 may be performed as a part of the 
operations involved at block 603 of FIG. 6. Alternatively, 
exemplary process 900 may be invoked in response to a 
demand for a 1:N protection path or rerouting a 1:N protec 
tion path. 
0112 Referring to FIG. 9, in response to a demand for a 
1:N protection path, at block 901, a path (e.g., path/wave 
length combination) is selected from a set of available paths 
leading to the destination in demand that satisfies the set of 
disjointness constraints and has already been allocated as a 
1:N protection path for other demands or working paths. In 
one embodiment, the search may be performed based on a 
disjointness preference order specified by a network owner or 
a service provider, which may be stored in the exemplary 
preference database 104 of FIG. 1. The search may be per 
formed based on the databases organizations as shown in 
FIGS. 2A-2B and 3 as described above. 

0113. At block 902, it is determined whether the search is 
performed Successfully. If the search is performed Success 
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fully, at block 903, it is determined whether the located 1:N 
protection path has any space for an additional working path. 
As described above, each 1:N protection path may be shared 
by up to a maximum number of working paths, which may be 
specified by a network owner or service provider in the pref 
erence database, such as database 104 of FIG.1. In addition, 
Some databases, such as connectivity/routing database 105 
and signaling database 106, may store information regarding 
how many working paths currently sharing a specific 1:N 
protection path, as illustrated in FIGS. 2A-2B and 3 and 
described above. For example, referring to FIGS. 2B and 9. 
the count of the 1:N protection, which may be stored in field 
254 of FIG.2B, may be examined whether it is greater than or 
equals to the maximum limit of 1:N protection which may be 
stored in the preference database 104 of FIG. 1. 
0114. If there is more space available (e.g., the count of 
1:N protection of the existing 1:N protection path has not 
reached the maximum limit specified by the network owner or 
the service provider in preference database 104 of FIG. 1), at 
block 904, it is determined whether the priority of the work 
ing path associated with the 1:N protection path in demand 
has been taken. As described above, no more than one work 
ing path having the same priority is allowed in the same 1:N 
protection scheme. The priorities of the working paths cur 
rently sharing the 1:N protection path, which may be stored in 
field 256 of FIG. 2B, may be used to examine whether the 
priority of the working path in demand has been included in 
the instant 1:N protection path. 
0115 If the priority of the working path in demand has not 
been taken, at block 905, the instant 1:N protection path is 
then allocated as a 1:N protection path for the working path in 
demand. At block906, the associated databases, such as those 
shown in FIGS. 1, 2A-2B, and 3, may be updated with respect 
to the newly allocated 1:N protection path. For example, the 
status of the 1:N protection path remains unchanged (e.g., 
allocated/protection/1:N) since the protection path has been 
allocated to other working paths prior to the current working 
path in demand. However, since the protection path includes 
an additional working path in demand, the count of the 1:N 
protection, for example, stored in field 254 of FIG. 2B, may 
be updated as count-count--1. In addition, the priority of the 
working path in demand may be added to the priorities of the 
working paths currently sharing with the 1:N protection path, 
such as, for example, field 256 of FIG. 2B. 
0116. If an existing 1:N protection path has not been 
found, or if the existing 1:N protection path does not have 
space, or if the existing 1:N protection path already includes 
the priority of the working path in demand, at block 907, a 
new 1:N protection path is searched. In one embodiment, the 
search may be performed by locating an unallocated path that 
satisfies the disjointness constraints with respect to the work 
ing path in demand. At block908, it is determined whether the 
search has been conducted Successfully. 
0117 If the new protection path has been found success 
fully, at block 909, the newly found 1:N protection path is 
allocated to the demand. At block 910, the associated data 
bases, such as those shown in FIGS. 1, 2A-2B, and 3, may be 
updated for the new allocation. For example, the status of the 
newly allocated 1:N protection path may be updated from 
unallocated to allocated/protection/1:N. In addition, the 
count of the 1:N protection associated with the newly allo 
cated 1:N protection path may be updated as count count--1, 
which may be stored in field 254 of FIG.2B. Furthermore, the 
priority of the working path associated with the newly allo 
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cated 1:N protection path may be added to the priorities of the 
working paths currently sharing the 1:N protection path, 
which may be stored in field 256 of FIG. 2B. 
0118. If it is determined that the new 1:N protection path 
has not been allocated successfully (at block 908), at block 
911, the demand may be dropped. Alternatively, according to 
one embodiment, a contention resolution may be performed. 
The contention resolution will be described further in detail 
below, for example, in FIGS. 17 and 18 and their respective 
descriptions. In one embodiment, the operations of blocks 
906 and 910 may be a part of operations in block 604 of FIG. 
6. Other operations apparent to those with ordinary skill in the 
art may also be performed. 

Exemplary Processes for Handling Path Failures 

0119. Once the paths including the working path and the 
protection paths have been set up and the nodes of the paths 
are signaled, the paths are up and running and the network 
traffic will be carried through these paths. According to one 
embodiment, if there is path failure, either in a working path 
or a protection path, the traffic of the failed path will be 
switched to another path that leads to the same destination of 
the failed path. In addition, a new path may optionally be 
allocated. In one embodiment, these processes may be per 
formed dynamically without involving a network administra 
tOr. 

0120 FIG. 10 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for handling path failures according to one embodi 
ment of the invention. The exemplary process 1000 may be 
performed by a processing logic that may comprise hardware 
(circuitry, dedicated logic, etc.). Software (such as is run on a 
dedicated machine), or a combination of both. Referring to 
FIG. 10, at block 1001, a notification for a path failure is 
received. The path failure may be detected and the notifica 
tion of the failure may be received in a variety of manners. 
According to one embodiment, the failure of a path may be 
detected based on a loss of optical signal. Such as, for 
example, a loss of light of a path/wavelength combination. A 
terminating node of the corresponding optical circuit, such as, 
for example, the Source or the destination node of the optical 
circuit, may also be notified regarding the path failure based 
on a loss of the optical signal (e.g., loss of light) on a path/ 
wavelength associated with the failed path/wavelength com 
bination. 

0121 Referring back to FIG. 10, in response to the notifi 
cation of a path failure, at block 1002, it is determined what 
paths are affected as a result of the failure based on the 
information stored in the databases, such as, for example, the 
exemplary databases shown in FIGS. 1, 2A-2B, and 3. For 
example, the determination may be performed based on the 
information stored in the exemplary database 300 of FIG.3 by 
walking through fields 301 and 302. At block 1003, it is 
determined whether the failed path is a working path. 
0122) If the failed path is a working path, at block 1004, it 

is determined what protection scheme is associated with the 
failed working path (e.g., 1+1, 1:1, 1:N, or reroutable). In one 
embodiment, the protection scheme of the failed working 
path may be determined based on the information stored in 
the exemplary databases shown in FIGS. 2B and 3. For 
example, based on the information stored in the exemplary 
database 300 of FIG. 3, a protection path associated with the 
failed working path may be determined. The protection 
scheme of the protection path associated with the failed work 
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ing path may be determined based on the information stored 
in the exemplary database 250 of FIG. 2B. 
(0123. At block 1005, it is determined whether the protec 
tion scheme of the failed working path is a 1:N protection 
scheme. If the protection scheme of the failed working path is 
a 1:N protection scheme, at block 1006, a process for han 
dling a failure of a working path having a 1:N protection is 
performed, which will be described in details further below, 
Such as, for example, in FIG. 11 and its corresponding 
descriptions. Otherwise, if the protection scheme is not a 1:N 
protection (e.g., 1+1, 1:1, or reroutable), at block 1010, a 
process for handling a failure of a working path having a 
protection other than a 1:N protection is performed, which 
will be described in details further below, such as, for 
example, in FIGS. 13 and 14, and their corresponding 
descriptions. 
0.124. If the failed path is not a working path, at block 
1007, it is determined whether the failed path is a protection 
path. If the failed path is not a protection path (e.g., an unal 
located path), at block 1011, the failed path is marked broken 
and its status is updated from unallocated to broken. 
0.125 If the failed path is determined to be a protection 
path (block 1007), at block 1008, it is determined whether the 
failed protection path is a 1:N protection path. If the failed 
protection path is not a 1:N protection path, at block 1010, a 
process for handling a failure of a protection path having a 
protection other than a 1:N protection is performed. If the 
failed protection path is a 1:N protection path, at block 1009, 
a process for handling a failure of a 1:N protection path is 
performed, which will be described further in detail below. 
Other operations apparent to those with ordinary skill in the 
art may be performed. 
0.126 FIG. 11 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for handling a failure of a working path having a 1:N 
protection according to one embodiment of the invention. The 
exemplary process 1100 may be performed by a processing 
logic that may comprise hardware (circuitry, dedicated logic, 
etc.), software (such as is run on a dedicated machine), or a 
combination of both. In one embodiment, the exemplary pro 
cess 1100 may be implemented as a part of operations 
involved in block 1006 of FIG. 10. 
I0127. Referring to FIG. 11, according to one embodiment, 
in response to a notification that a working path having a 1:N 
protection fails, at block 1101, the 1:N protection path asso 
ciated with the failed working path (hereinafter referred to as 
working path 2 or WP2) is determined and the status of the 
failed working path (e.g., WP2) is updated from allocated/ 
working to broken. 
0128. At block 1102, it is determined whether the 1:N 
protection path associated with WP2 is being used by another 
working path (hereinafter referred to as WP1). It is assumed 
that WP1 fails before WP2 and the traffic of WP1 has been 
switched to the 1:N protection path shared by WP1 and WP2, 
optionally as well as Some other working paths. 
I0129. If the 1:N protection path is being used by another 
working path WP1, at block 1103, the priorities of WP1 and 
WP2 are compared against each other (block 1104). If the 
priority of WP1 is lower than the priority of WP2, at block 
1105, the 1:N protection path (currently used by the traffic of 
WP1) is assigned to WP2 and the traffic of WP2 is switched 
over to the 1:N protection path. 
0.130. At block 1106, a new working path is allocated for 
the traffic of WP1, which previously handled by the 1:N 
protection path. In one embodiment, the working path may be 
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allocated using the exemplary process 700 of FIG. 7. The 
traffic of WP1 is then switched over to the newly allocated 
working path. At block 1107, a new 1:N protection path may 
be optionally allocated for the new working path carrying the 
traffic of WP1. In one embodiment, the new protection path 
allocated for WP1 may be allocated using the exemplary 
process 900 of FIG. 9. 
0131 Thereafter, at block 1108, the associated databases, 
such as those shown in FIGS. 1, 2A-2B, and 3, are updated. 
For example, the status of the new WP1 is updated from 
unallocated to allocated/working and the new protection path 
for the new WP1 is updated dependent upon whether the new 
protection path for the WP1 is a previously unallocated path 
or an existing 1:N protection path, as described in FIG. 9. In 
addition, since a new working path and a protection path have 
been allocated for the original WP1, the protection path for 
the original WP1 (now used by the traffic of WP2) no longer 
serves as a 1:N protection path for WP1. As a result, the count 
of the 1:N protection path (e.g., field 254 of FIG. 2B) may be 
updated as count-count-1. Furthermore, the priority of WP1 
may be removed from the priorities of the working paths 
currently sharing with the 1:N protection (e.g., field 256 of 
FIG. 2B). 
0.132. Further, according to one embodiment of the inven 

tion, after assigning the protection path to WP2 performed at 
lock 1105 and before allocating a new working path for WP1. 
the original failed WP1 (which may be marked as broken) is 
checked whether the original failed WP1 has recovered. If the 
original failed WP1 has recovered, the traffic of the current 
WP1 may be switched back to the recovered WP1. In that 
case, the status of the recovered WP1 may be updated from 
broken to allocated/working again. Other configurations may 
exist. 
0133) Referring back to FIG. 11, if it is determined, at 
block 1104, that the priority of WP1 is higher than the priority 
of WP2, at block 1109, the priority of WP2 is removed from 
the priorities of the working paths currently sharing with the 
1:N protection path (e.g., field 256 of FIG.2B), because a new 
path is needed for the traffic of WP2 and it is no longer under 
the protection of the 1:N protection path. 
0134. At block 1110, a new working path is searched and 
allocated for the WP2 using, for example, the exemplary 
process 700 of FIG. 7. In addition, a new protection path is 
optionally searched and allocated to the new WP2 using, for 
example, the exemplary process 900 of FIG. 9. 
0135. At block 1111, the associated databases, such as, for 
example, those shown in FIGS. 1, 2A-2B, and 3, are updated. 
For example, the status of the new WP2 is updated from 
unallocated to allocated/working and the status of the new 
protection path may vary as described in FIG. 9 and its cor 
responding descriptions. 
0136. Referring to FIG. 11, if it is determined, at block 
1102, that the 1:N protection path is not being used, at block 
1112, the 1:N protection path is assigned to WP2 and the 
traffic of WP2 is switched over to the 1:N protection path. At 
block 1113, the associated databases, such as those exem 
plary databases shown in FIGS. 1, 2A-2B, and 3, are updated. 
For example, the status of the protection path is updated from 
allocated/protection/1:N to allocated/protection/1:N/used. 
Optionally, a new 1:N protection path may be searched and 
allocated for the rest of the working paths in the 1:N protec 
tion scheme using, for example, the exemplary process 900 of 
FIG.9. Other operations apparent to those with ordinary skill 
in the art may be performed. 
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0.137 FIG. 12 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for handling a failure of a 1:N protection path accord 
ing to one embodiment of the invention. The exemplary pro 
cess 1200 may be performed by a processing logic that may 
comprise hardware (circuitry, dedicated logic, etc.), Software 
(such as is run on a dedicated machine), or a combination of 
both. In one embodiment, the exemplary process 1200 may be 
implemented as a part of operations involved in block 1009 of 
FIG 10. 

I0138 Referring to FIG. 12, at block 1201, a fault notifi 
cation of a 1:N protection path is received. In one embodi 
ment, the fault notification may be received by not receiving 
a light of a path/wavelength combination as an indication that 
the path/wavelength is down. At block 1202, a new 1:N pro 
tection paths searched and allocated, replacing the protection 
path at fault. In one embodiment, the new 1:N protection path 
may be searched and allocated using at least a part of the 
exemplary process 900 of FIG. 9. At block 1203, it is deter 
mined whether the failed protection path was being used prior 
to the failure, for example, by a failed working path. 
0.139. If it is determined that the failed protection path was 
being used prior to the failure, at block 1204, a working path 
which was using the failed protection path is determined. At 
block 1205, according to one embodiment, it is determined 
whether the working path using the protection path has recov 
ered from the failure. 
0140. If it is determined that the working path has not 
recovered, at block 1206, the traffic of the failed protection 
path may be switched over to the new 1:N protection path 
(allocated at block 1202). At block 1207, the associated data 
bases, such as, for example, those shown in FIGS. 1, 2A-2B, 
and 3, may be updated. For example, the status of the newly 
allocated 1:N protection path is updated from unallocated to 
allocated/protection/1:N/used; count-count of the failed pro 
tection path; and the priorities of the working paths currently 
sharing the protection path are copied from the failed protec 
tion path to the new protection path. In addition, at block 
1208, the status of the failed protection path may be updated 
from allocated/protection/1:N/used to broken and the count 
of the failed protection path is reset to Zero, since no working 
path is under the protection of the failed protection path any 
O. 

0.141. If it is determined, at block 1205, that the failed 
working path has recovered, at block 1209, according to one 
embodiment, the traffic of the failed protection path may be 
switched back to the recovered working path. At block 1210, 
the associated databases. Such as, for example, those shown in 
FIGS. 1, 2A-2B, and 3, may be updated. For example, the 
status of the new protection path may be updated from unal 
located to allocated/protection/1:N/used. The count of the 
failed 1:N protection path may be copied to the new 1:N 
protection path. The priorities of the working path sharing the 
1:N protection path are copied to the new 1:N protection path. 
The status of the failed protection path may be updated from 
allocated/protection/1:N/used to broken and its count is reset 
tO Zero. 

0142. If it is determined, at block 1203, that the failed 
protection path is not being used, at block 1210, the associ 
ated databases, such as, for example, those shown in FIGS. 1, 
2A-2B, and 3, may be updated. For example, the status of the 
new protection path may be updated from unallocated to 
allocated/protection/1:N/used. The count of the failed 1:N 
protection path may be copied to the new 1:N protection path. 
The priorities of the working path sharing the 1:N protection 
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path are copied to the new 1:N protection path. The status of 
the failed protection path may be updated from allocated/ 
protection/1:N/used to broken and its count is reset to Zero. 
0143 According to an alternative embodiment, any recov 
ered path may be released back to the unallocated pool. That 
is, when a working path is broken, after the traffic of the 
broken working path has been switched over to the protection 
path, a new working path is searched and allocated to replace 
the broken working path. Subsequently, when the broken 
working path recovers, the recovered working path may be 
released back to the unallocated pool (e.g., from broken State 
503 back to unallocated state 501 of FIG. 5) and the status of 
the recovered working path is updated from broken to unal 
located. In addition, when the protection path fails, the traffic 
of the protection path may be switched over to the new work 
ing path and the associated databases may be updated accord 
ingly. Alternatively, while the protection path is carrying the 
traffic of the failed working path, once the new working path 
is searched and allocated successfully, the traffic of the pro 
tection path may be Switched over to the new working path 
immediately and the protection path becomes available (e.g., 
the status of the protection path is updated from allocated/ 
protection/1:N/used to allocated/protection/1:N). Other con 
figurations apparent to those with ordinary skill in the art may 
exist. 
014.4 FIG. 13 is a flow diagram of an exemplary process 
for handling a path failure having a 1+1 or 1:1 protection 
scheme according to one embodiment of the invention. The 
exemplary process 1300 may be performed by a processing 
logic that may comprise hardware (circuitry, dedicated logic, 
etc.), software (such as is run on a dedicated machine), or a 
combination of both. In one embodiment, the exemplary pro 
cess 1300 may be implemented as a part of operations 
involved in block 1010 of FIG. 10. 
(0145 Referring to FIG. 13, at block 1301, a fault notifi 
cation of a path having a 1+1 or 1:1 protection scheme is 
received. The failed path may be a working path or a protec 
tion path of a 1+1 or 1:1 protection scheme. At block 1302, it 
is determined whether the failed path is a working path. If the 
failed path is a working path, at block 1303, the traffic of the 
failed working path is switched to the protection path if the 
protection scheme is a 1:1 protection scheme. In the case of 
1+1 protection scheme, the destination node is notified that 
the traffic is coming from the 1+1 protection path. Thereafter, 
at block 1304, the associated databases, such as, for example, 
those shown in FIGS. 1, 2A-2B, and 3, are updated. For 
example, the status of the failed working path is updated from 
allocated/working to broken. In the case of 1:1 protection 
scheme, the status of the protection path is updated from 
allocated/protection/1:1 to allocated/protection/1:1/used. 
0146 If it is determined, at block 1302, that the failed path 

is not a working path (e.g., the failed pathis a protection path), 
at block 1305, it is determined whether the original working 
path, which traffic is using the failed protection path, has 
recovered. If the original working path has recovered, at block 
1306, the traffic of the failed protection path is switched back 
to the original working path. In one embodiment, the pro 
cesses for handling a recovery of a path may be performed 
using the exemplary process 1500 of FIG. 15, which will be 
described in details further below. 

0147 Thereafter, at block 1307, the associated databases, 
such as, for example, those shown in FIGS. 1, 2A-2B, and 3. 
may be updated. For example, the status of the failed protec 
tion path is updated from allocated/protection/1+1 or 1:1 to 
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broken and the status of the original working path is updated 
to allocated/working. Optionally, a new protection path may 
be allocated for the recovered working path, using, for 
example, the exemplary process 800 of FIG.8. 
0.148. If it is determined, at block 1305, that the original 
working path has not recovered, at block 1309, a new working 
path and a new protection path may be searched and allocated. 
At block 1310, the traffic of the failed protection path is 
switched to the new working path. At block 1311, the asso 
ciated databases is updated. For example, the status of the 
failed protection path is updated from allocated/protection/ 
1+1 or 1:1 to broken. The status of the new working path is 
updated from unallocated to allocated/working and the status 
of the new protection path is updated from unallocated to 
allocated/protection/1+1 or 1:1. Other operations apparent to 
those with ordinary skill in the art may be performed. 
0149 According to another embodiment, when a broken 
working path recovers, the recovered working path may be 
released back to the unallocated pool (e.g., from broken State 
to unallocated state as shown in FIG. 5). In this embodiment, 
the operations of blocks 1305-1308 may be skipped and a new 
working path is always searched and allocated as performed 
in blocks 1309-1311. 
0150. According to a further embodiment, when a failed 
working path recovers, the traffic of a protection path carrying 
for the then failed working path and now recovered working 
path may be switched back to the recovered working path 
without waiting for the failure of the protection path. The 
protection path is then released (e.g., not being used). The 
status of the recovered working path may be updated from 
broken to allocated/working and the status of the protection 
path may be updated from allocated/protection/1+1 or 1:17 
used to allocated/protection/1+1 or 1:1. 
0151 FIG. 14 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for handling a failure of a reroutable path according to 
one embodiment of the invention. The exemplary process 
1400 may be performed by a processing logic that may com 
prise hardware (circuitry, dedicated logic, etc.), Software 
(such as is run on a dedicated machine), or a combination of 
both. In one embodiment, the exemplary process 1400 may be 
implemented as a part of operations involved in block 1010 of 
FIG 10. 

0152 Referring to FIG. 14, at block 1401, a fault notifi 
cation of a reroutable path is received. At block 1402, a new 
reroutable path is searched and allocated from a set of avail 
able paths that lead to the destination of the failed reroutable 
path and have one or more unallocated channels (e.g., path/ 
wavelength combination). In one embodiment, the search 
may be conducted using the exemplary database organization 
shown in FIGS. 2A and 2B. If a new reroutable path cannot be 
located, the demand is dropped. 
0153. If a new reroutable path is found, at block 1403, the 

traffic of the failed path is switched over to the new reroutable 
path. At block 1404, the associated databases, such as, for 
example, those shown in FIGS. 1, 2A-2B, and 3, are updated. 
For example, the status of the failed reroutable path is updated 
from allocated/working to broken and the status of the new 
reroutable path may be updated from unallocated to allo 
cated/working. Other operations apparent to those with ordi 
nary skill in the art may also be performed. 
0154 FIG. 15 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for handling a recovery of a working path according 
to one embodiment of the invention. The exemplary process 
1500 may be performed by a processing logic that may com 
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prise hardware (circuitry, dedicated logic, etc.), Software 
(such as is run on a dedicated machine), or a combination of 
both. 

(O155 Referring to FIG. 15, at block 1501, a notification of 
a working path recovery is received. In response to the noti 
fication, at block 1502, a protection path currently carrying 
the traffic of the previously failed, now recovered working 
path is determined. In one embodiment, the determination is 
performed based on the information stored in the exemplary 
databases shown in FIGS. 2A-2B and 3. At block 1503, the 
traffic of the protection path currently may be switched back 
to the recovered working path. At block 1504, the associated 
databases, such as, for example, those shown in FIGS. 1, 
2A-2B, and 3, may be updated. For example, the status of the 
recovered working path may be updated from broken to allo 
cated/working and the status of the protection path may be 
updated from allocated/protection/1+1, 1:1, or 1:N/used to 
allocated/protection/1+1, 1:1, or 1:N. 
0156. In another embodiment, the traffic would not be 
switched from the protection path back to the recovered 
working path until the protection path fails. In a further 
embodiment, whena working path recovers, the working path 
may be released back to the unallocated pool (e.g., the status 
or state transitions from broken to unallocated). 

Exemplary Contention Resolution Embodiments 
0157. When protection path is searched, typically, accord 
ing to one embodiment, a fully node disjoint path with respect 
to a working path is searched and allocated. However, there 
are some cases that a protection path that satisfies the disjoint 
ness constraints with respect to a working path cannot be 
found. In this case, an optional contention resolution may be 
performed. During a contention resolution, another protec 
tion path may be preempted or dumped, if the protection 
scheme of the instance search has a higher priority than an 
existing protection path. In one embodiment, the priority 
order of the protection scheme from high to low is 1+1, 1:1, 
1:N, and reroutable. In addition, a protection path may be 
searched or allocated based on a disjointness preference order 
specified by a network owner or a service provider. In one 
embodiment, a default disjointness preference order from 
high to low is fully node disjointness, fully edge/link disjoint 
ness, maximally node disjointness, and maximally edge/link 
disjointness. 
0158. In one embodiment, the disjointness preference 
order and/or the protection scheme priority may be specified 
by a network owner or service provider, which may be stored 
in a preference database of the network owner or service 
provider, such as, for example, exemplary database 104 of 
FIG 1. 

0159 FIG.16 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
disjointness preference order and an exemplary protection 
scheme priority order, according to one embodiment of the 
invention. In one embodiment, exemplary embodiment 1600 
includes, but not limited to, exemplary disjointness prefer 
ence order 1601 and exemplary protection scheme priority 
order 1602. The exemplary disjointness preference order 
1601 and exemplary protection scheme priority order 1602 
may be specified by the network owner or service provider in 
a preference database, such as, for example, exemplary pref 
erence database 104 of FIG. 1. 

0160. In one embodiment, exemplary disjointness prefer 
ence order 1601 includes, from high to low order, fully node 
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disjointness 1603, fully edge/link disjointness 1604, maxi 
mally node disjointness 1605, and maximally edge/link dis 
jointness 1606. 
0.161. In one embodiment, exemplary protection scheme 
priority order 1602 includes, from high to low priority, 1+1 
protection 1607, 1:1 protection 1608, 1:N protection 1609, 
and reroutable 1610. 
0162 According to one embodiment, when a protection 
path is searched but cannot be found, the protection path is 
searched based on the exemplary disjointness preference 
order and for each disjointness preference the search is con 
ducted against other existing protection paths having lower 
protection scheme priority based on the exemplary protection 
scheme priority order 1602. If a protection path having lower 
protection scheme priority is found, the protection path found 
may be preempted or bumped. As a result, the preempted 
protection path may be allocated to the instant demand and a 
new path may be searched and allocated for the preempted 
path. 
0163 For example, referring to FIG.16, when a protection 
path in demand for a specific protection path cannot be found, 
typically for a fully node disjoint protection path with respect 
to a working path. For the purposes of illustrations, it is 
assumed that a fully node disjoint protection path having a 
1+1 protection Scheme is demanded and cannot be found. As 
a result, a contention resolution is involved. During the con 
tention resolution, a search is conducted to locate other fully 
node disjoint protection paths having a lower protection 
scheme priority. In one embodiment, the search is performed 
from a low to high priority of the priority of the protection 
scheme (e.g., protection scheme priority order 1602). 
0164 Referring back to FIG.16, at the beginning, a search 

is performed to locate a reroutable path having priority 1610. 
If the search is Successful, the located pathis preempted (e.g., 
bumped) and assigned to the demand. Another path may be 
allocated for the preempted path. If the search is unsuccess 
ful, a path having a next higher priority (e.g. fully node 
disjoint protection path having 1:N protection scheme) is 
searched, and so on. 
0.165 If no protection path that satisfies a given disjoint 
ness preference (e.g., fully node disjointness 1603) having 
lower a priority protection scheme than the one in demand 
(e.g., 1:1 protection 1608, 1:N protection 1609, or reroutable 
1610), another protection path that satisfies a next disjoint 
preference in the order (e.g., fully edge/link disjointness 
1604) is searched, based on the priority order of the protection 
scheme 1611, again from low to high priority, and so on. If no 
path is found after all the disjointness in the preference order 
1601 and all protection schemes for each disjoint preference 
have been searched, the demand is dropped. 
0166 Note that the disjoint preference order 1601 and the 
protection scheme priority order 1602 are shown for illustra 
tive purposes only. The orders of the disjoint preference order 
1601 and the protection scheme priority order 1602 may vary. 
In one embodiment, they may be determined based on the 
information stored in a preference database specified by a 
network owner or service provider (e.g., database 104 of FIG. 
1). 
0.167 Furthermore, the exemplary contention resolution is 
not limited to optical networks. It will be appreciated that the 
exemplary contention resolution described herein may be 
applied to other types of networks. 
0168 FIG. 17 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for handling a contention resolution according to one 
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embodiment of the invention. The exemplary process 1700 
may be performed by a processing logic that may comprise 
hardware (circuitry, dedicated logic, etc.), Software (such as is 
run on a dedicated machine), or a combination of both. 
(0169. Referring to FIG. 17, at block 1701, a demand for a 
contention resolution of a protection path is received and the 
demand includes the protection scheme type. At block 1702, 
a disjointness type from a disjoint preference order (e.g., 
disjoint preference order 1601) is selected. At block 1703, a 
protection scheme type is selected from the protection 
scheme priority order (e.g., protection scheme priority order 
1602) using a bottom-up approach (e.g., from low priority 
1610 to high priority 1607). At block 1704, it is determined 
whether the priority of the currently selected protection 
scheme priority is lower than the one in demand. 
0170 If the selected protection scheme priority is lower 
than the one in demand, at block 1705, a path is selected that 
satisfies the selected disjoint preference and the selected pro 
tection scheme priority. If, at block 1706, that such a path is 
found, at block 1707, the path found is preempted or bumped 
and assigned or allocated to the demand. The associated data 
bases, such as, for example, those shown in FIGS. 1, 2A-2B, 
and 3, are updated as described above. Thereafter, at block 
1708, the traffic of the preempted or bumped path may be 
rerouted and the associated databases are updated, which will 
be described in details further below. 

(0171 If it is determined, at block 1704, that the selected 
protection scheme priority is higher than or equal to the 
priority in demand (e.g., all protection scheme priorities of 
the priority order 1602 have been searched for a given disjoint 
preference selected from the disjoint preference order 1601), 
at block 1709, it is determined whether there are more disjoint 
preferences that have not been processed from the disjoint 
preference order (e.g., disjoint preference order 1601). If so, 
a next disjoint preference in the order from the disjoint pref 
erence order (e.g., disjoint preference order 1601) is selected 
and the processes repeat from block 1702, until no more 
disjoint preference is left, in which case, at block 1710, the 
demand is dropped. 
0172 FIG. 18 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
process for rerouting a path that has been preempted by a 
contention resolution, according to one embodiment of the 
invention. The exemplary process 1800 may be performed by 
a processing logic that may comprise hardware (circuitry, 
dedicated logic, etc.), software (Such as is run on a dedicated 
machine), or a combination of both. In one embodiment, the 
exemplary process 1800 may be a part of operations involved 
in block 1708 of FIG. 17. 

(0173 Referring to FIG. 18, at block 1801, a demand for 
rerouting a preempted path is received. At block 1802, a 
disjoint preference is selected according to a disjoint prefer 
ence order, Such as, for example, disjoint preference order 
1601 of FIG. 16. The preference order may be set up and 
stored by a network owner or service provider in a preference 
database, such as, for example, preference order 104 of FIG. 
1. At block 1803, a reroutable path for a given disjoint pref 
erence is searched, based on, for example, the exemplary 
database organizations shown in FIGS. 2A-2B and 3. 
0.174. At block 1804, it is determined whether such a path 

is found. If so, at block 1805, the path found may be allocated 
or assigned to the preempted path. Thereafter, at block 1806, 
the associated databases, such as, for example, those shown in 
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FIGS. 1, 2A-2B, and 3, may be updated as described above. 
Other operations apparent to those with ordinary skill in the 
art may be performed. 
(0175. If such a path cannot be found, at block 1807, it is 
determined whether there are more disjoint preferences that 
have not been processed. If so, a next disjoint preference in 
the order is selected and the processes repeat from block 1802 
until all of the disjoint preferences in the order have been 
processed, at which case, at block 1808, the demand is 
dropped. 

ALTERNATIVE EMBODIMENTS 

(0176 While various embodiments of the invention have 
been described, alternative embodiments of the invention 
may operate differently. For example, when a working path 
fails, the traffic of the working path is switched over to the 
protection path. The protection path may become a working 
path. The status of the protection path may be changed from 
allocated/protection/1+1, 1:1, or 1:N to allocated/working. A 
new protection path is allocated for the newly converted 
working path (e.g., previously protection path). When the 
failed working path recovers Subsequently, the recovered 
working path may be released back to the unallocated pool for 
future use. 
0177 Similarly, when a protection path fails, a new pro 
tection path may be allocated to replace the failed protection 
path. When the failed protection path recovers subsequently, 
the recovered protection path may be released back to the 
unallocated pool. It will be appreciated that other embodi 
ments may exist. 
0.178 Thus, multiple redundancy schemes in an optical 
network have been described. In the foregoing specification, 
the invention has been described with reference to specific 
exemplary embodiments thereof. It will be evident that vari 
ous modifications may oat be made thereto without departing 
from the broader spirit and scope of the invention as set forth 
in the following claims. The specification and drawings are, 
accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative sense rather than 
a restrictive sense. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method performed in an access node of a wave division 

multiplexing optical network, the method comprising: 
searching, in response to a demand for a protection path 

that meets a first set of disjointness constraints with 
respect to a first working path, in a database for a first 
protection path that meets the first set of disjointness 
constraints; and 

if the first protection path cannot be located, searching for 
a second protection path that meets a second set of 
disjointness constraints and is currently assigned as a 
protection path for second working path, the second set 
of disjointness constraints being determined according 
to a disjointness preference order specified by an owner 
of the network. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the disjointness prefer 
ence order comprises an order from the most preferred to the 
least preferred as of fully node disjointness, fully link dis 
jointness, maximally node disjointness, and maximally link 
disjointness. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the second protection 
path is searched from the most preferred disjointness to the 
least preferred disjointness with respect to the working path. 
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4. An apparatus, comprising: 
an access node, to be coupled in a wavelength division 

multiplexing optical network, including, 
a database to store a representation of available paths 

from the access node to reachable destinations, the 
available paths including one or more working paths 
protected by one or more protection paths, and 

a routing module to 
search, in response to a demand for a protection path 

that meets a first set of disjointness constraints with 
respect to a first working path, in a database for a 
first protection path that meets the first set of dis 
jointness constraints, and 

if the first protection path cannot be located, search for 
a second protection path that meets a second set of 
disjointness constraints and is currently assigned as 
a protection path for second working path, the sec 
ond set of disjointness constraints being deter 
mined according to a disjointness preference order 
specified by an owner of the network. 

5. The apparatus of claim 4, wherein the disjointness pref 
erence order comprises an order from the most preferred to 
the least preferred as of fully node disjointness, fully link 
disjointness, maximally node disjointness, and maximally 
link disjointness. 

6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the second protection 
path is searched from the most preferred disjointness to the 
least preferred disjointness with respect to the working path. 

7. A method performed in an access node of a wave division 
multiplexing optical network, the method comprising: 

receiving a demand for a first protection path associated 
with a first working path according to a first protection 
Scheme having a first priority, and 

preempting a second protection path that is a protection 
path of a second working path according to a second 
protection scheme having a second priority, if the first 
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priority is higher than a second priority according to a 
protection scheme priority order specified by an owner 
of the network. 

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the protection scheme 
priority order comprise an order from high to low priorities as 
of 1+1, 1:1, 1:N, and reroutable. 

9. The method of claim 7, wherein the second protection 
path is searched and located according to the protection 
scheme priority order from low to high priorities. 

10. An apparatus, comprising: 
an access node, to be coupled in a wavelength division 

multiplexing optical network, including, 
a database to store a representation of available paths 

from the access node to reachable destinations, the 
available paths including one or more working paths 
protected by one or more protection paths, and 

a routing module to 
receive a demand for a first protection path that is a 

protection path of a first working path according to 
a first protection scheme having a first priority, 

preempt a second protection path associated with a 
second working path according to a second protec 
tion scheme having a second priority, if the first 
priority is higher than a second priority according 
to a protection scheme priority order specified by 
an owner of the network. 

11. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the protection 
scheme priority order comprise an order from high to low 
priorities as of 1+1, 1:1, 1:N, and reroutable. 

12. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the second protec 
tion path is searched and located according to the protection 
scheme priority order from low to high priorities. 
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